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Abstract--A computational lgorithm for a class of time-lag optimal control problems involving control 
and terminal equality constraints i  presented. This algorithm is based on the exact penalty function 
method and the concept of control parametrization. The convergence properties of the algorithm are also 
investigated. Two examples are solved using the proposed algorithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Ref. [1], a class of optimal control problems with control and terminal equality constraints i
considered. In their usual style, a conceptual lgorithm is first devised, and then an implementable 
version of the algorithm follows. These two versions of the algorithm are obtained by employing 
an exact penalty function to handle the cost and terminal equality constraints and using the control 
constraints to define the space of permissible search directions. At each iteration, the subalgorithm 
is required to solve a convex optimal control problem. This is an infinite procedure problem and 
hence the corresponding version of the algorithm is called the conceptual lgorithm. To overcome 
this difficulty, the Meyer-Polak proximity algorithm is used at each iteration to solve a convex 
optimal control problem approximately. Since only a finite number of iterations is required to 
determine a search direction, this version of the algorithm is called an implementable algorithm. 
Note that the accuracy of the approximation i  the implementable algorithm is automatically 
increased to ensure convergence. 
In this paper, we consider a class of nonlinear time-lag optimal control problems with linear 
control constraints and nonlinear terminal equality constraints. This class of optimal control 
problems is more general than that of Ref. [1] in the sense that we allow time-delayed arguments 
to be included in the system. However, it is more restrictive than that of Ref. [1] in terms of control 
constraints--we can only handle linear control constraints rather than the nonlinear ones as in 
Ref [1]. 
The aim of this paper is to devise an algorithm for solving the class of problems considered in 
this paper. Since the Meyer-Polak proximity algorithm can be computationally expensive (cf. Ref 
[2]), the proposed algorithm does not make use of this proximity algorithm in the determination 
of search directions. It is developed on the basis of the concept of control parametrization (cf. Refs 
[2-10] and the relevant references cited therein) and the conceptual algorithm of Ref. [1]. The 
convergence properties of the algorithm similar to that of Refs [11, 12] are also obtained. 
For illustration, two numerical examples are solved. Note that the idea of this paper is motivated 
by that of Ref. [2]. Furthermore, we wish to refer the interested reader to Ref. [3] for a list of 
relevant papers in computational methods for optimal control (e.g. Refs [5, 13-19]. 
2. STATEMENT OF  THE PROBLEM,  BAS IC  DEF IN IT ION 
AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Consider the following delay-differential equation on the fixed time interval (0, T]: 
5c(t) =f  (t, x ( t ) ,  x ( t  - h), u(t),  u(t - h)), (la) 
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where x = [x~ . . . . .  x,]Tu R" and u = [ul . . . . .  u,]r6 R '  are the state and control vectors, respec- 
tively, f=  [f~ . . . . .  f , ]v¢ R"; and h is the time delay satisfying 0 < h < T. 
For the sake of simplicity, we have confined our discussion to the case of a single time-delay. 
However, all the results can be extended to the case of multiple time-delays without difficulty. 
The initial function for differential equation (la) is: 
x( t )  = q~(t), t ~[ -h ,  0), x(0) = F, (lb) 
where ~b = [~bl . . . . .  ~b. ]T is a given piecewise continuous function on [ -h ,  0) with values in R" and 
F is a given vector in R ". 
Let U be a subset of R" defined by 
U = {u ER' :Er~u ~< bi, i  = 1 , . . . , l} ,  (2) 
where E~, i = 1 . . . . .  /, are r-vectors and b~, i = 1 . . . . .  /, are real numbers. Here we assume that 
U is compact.  
A bounded measurable function u = [Ul . . . . .  u,] r from [ -h ,  T] into R'  is said to be an admissible 
control if u(t)  ~ U for all t e (0, T] and u(t )  = ~(t), for all t ~ [ -h ,  0), where ~ is a given piecewise 
continuous function defined on [ -h ,  0]. Let q /be  the class of all such admissible controls. 
Let L q denote the Banach space L~([ -h ,  T],R q) of all essentially bounded measurable 
functions from [ -h ,  T] into R q. Its norm is defined by 
II u I1~ - -  ess  sup (ui(t)) 2 . 
t~[ -h ,  T] i= 1 
For each u ~ LL,  let x(u)  be the vector-valued function, which is absolutely continuous on (0, T], 
which satisfies differential equation (la) almost everywhere on (0, T] and initial condition (lb) every- 
where on [ -h ,  0]. The function x(u)  is called the solution of systems (1) corresponding to u ~ L~.  
The terminal equality constraints may now be stated as follows: 
Jm(u)=gm(x(u) (T ) )  =0,  m = 1 . . . .  ,p,  (3) 
where gm:R ' - - .R ,  m = 1 . . . . .  p, are real-valued functions defined on R ~. 
Let ~" be the set that consists of all those elements from ~/such that constraints (3) are satisfied, 
i.e. 
~,~ = {u ~ l :  Jm(u)=O,m = 1 . . . . .  p} 
Elements from ~ are called feasible controls and ~ is called the class of feasible controls. 
We may now state our optimal control problem (P) as follows: 
Subject to system (1), find a control u e ~ so that the cost functional 
J ° (u )  = g° (x (u) (T ) ) ,  (4) 
is minimized over ~'. 
Let (., • ) and I'1 denote, respectively, the usual inner product and the Euclidean norm in any 
finite-dimensional Euclidean space. For any function G:R~' - - ,R  ~:, let 
- aG, lay ,  . . .  aG.21aYl ~ 
Gy ~ " I 
aG,/ay., aG.,)ay.,J 
and 
(~ 1 I/2 (OG,/~Yj) 2 
I , . . . ,  n 2 IQ ' I=  ----t . . . .  , 
We assume throughout this paper that the following conditions are satisfied. 
(A1) f :R  x R ~ × R2" ~R' ;  
(A2) f ,  i = l . . . . .  n are piecewis¢ continuous on [ -h ,  T], for each (x ,y ,u ,v )uR 2" x R 2'. 
(A3) There exist constants KI and K2 such that I Fp(t, x i, y i, u ~, v t ) I <<. Kl 
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and 
IFp(t, x2, y2, uZ, v:) - Fp(t, xl, yl, ul, vt)l <<. g 2 ( Ix2-  xl l + ly2 - yl l + lu2-  ul l -k lv2-  vl l) 
for all t e [ -h ,  T], x ~, x 2, y i, y 2 ~ R ~ and u 1, u 2, v ~, v 2 ~ R ', where F~ stands for any of the derivative 
matrices 
, LOXkJ~z' . . . . . .  LdYkJ~ ='i . . . .  " .  
_ Fa f ,1  
= Fml  , , 
,,. . . . . .  
kf f i l  . . . . .  r 
(A4) gm:R"--*R, m = 0 . . . . .  p. 
(A5) There exist positive constants K3 and K4 such that for all j = 1 . . . . .  n and for all 
m -- 0, . . , ,  p 
l ag ' (x ' )  
f3xy <~ K3 
and 
Og'(x ) Og"(x') 
Oxj Oxj <~ IQlx2- xll' 
for all x 1, x 2 ~ R". 
(A6) ~b: [ -  h, 0)--* R" and ¢ : [ -  h, 0)--* R' are piecewise continuous functions. 
Using an argument similar to that given for Theorem 2.3 of Ref. [18], we can show that 
corresponding to each u ~ L~,  system (1) has a unique solution x(u). 
3. PREPARATORY RESULTS 
For each u ~ L L, let the absolutely continuous functions 2m (U) : [-- h, T + h]--, R", m = 0 . . . . .  p, 
be the solution of the adjoint system 
2re(l) = --fx(t, X(u)(t), X(U)(t -- h ),u(t),u(t - h))A,.(t) 
- fx ( t+h,x (u) ( t+h) ,x (u ) ( t ) ,u ( t+h) ,u ( t ) )2m(t+h) ,  t~(0,  T], (5a) 
with the final conditions 
2,. (T) = g~' (x(u) (T)) (5b) 
Am(l) = 0, t ~ (T, T + h) (5c) 
and 
2re(t) = 2,.(0), t ~ [--h, 01. (5d) 
It is well-known that for each m = 0, 1 . . . . .  p, the Fr6chet derivative of the functional jm at 
u - u ° ~ L~ in the direction of w ~ L'  is given by 
J~o(w) = <f.(t, x(u°)(t), x(u °) (t - h), u°(t), u°(t - -  h ) )~.m(U°) ( t )  
h 
+ f.(t  + h, x(u°)(t + h), x(u°)(t), u°(t + h), u°(t))gm(u°)(t + h), w(t)> dt (6) 
Remark 3.1 
For each u°e q/, the Fr6chet derivatives become 
fo J~o(W) = <fu(t, x(u°)(t), x(u°)(t - h), u°(t), u°(t - h))Am(U °) (t) 
+ fu((t + h), x(u°)(t + h), x(u°)(t), u°(t + h), u°(t))~.,.(u°)(t + h), w(t)> dt (7) 
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Remark 3.2 
Following a similar approach as that used in the proof of Theorem 3.2 of Ref. [10], we can show 
that for each m = 0,  1 . . . . .  p, the Frrchet derivative J~ of the functional J% which maps L~ into 
its dual space, is uniformly continuous on LL.  That is to say, for any u ~, u2•L '~,  
whenever IIu: - u I I ]~0.  
Lemma 3. I 
m m I J~(w)  - J~, (w) l  
11J~'5 - J~ II - sup ÷ 0, 
w~ L- II w II 
Consider system (1). Let x be considered as a mapping from q/ into  L~.  Then, for every u~, 
u 2 •~' .  
II x(u : )  - x (u  l) II ®--,0, 
whenever II u 2 - u ~ I I~" '0 .  
Proof. The proof is similar to that given in Lemma 3.1 of Ref. [10]. 
Lemma 3.2 
Consider adjoint system (5). Let 2m, m = 0, 1 . . . . .  p, be considered as mappings from q/into L~.  
Then, for each m = 0, 1 . . . . .  p, there exists a positive constant Cm, independent of u • q/, such that 
II 2re(u)IIo~ ~ fro.  
Proof. The proof is similar to that given in Lemma 3.2 of Ref. [10]. 
Lemma 3.3 
Let u • q/. Then, for every Wl, w2 • L~,  
I J7 (w,) - J~(w2)l ~0 
whenever wl~w2 a.e. on (0, T]. 




y(u) ( t )  = X(U)(t -- h) 
l l (t)  -- u(t  - h ) .  
For each u, v •q/ ,  let ZU'~: [ -h ,  T ]~R n denote the solution of 
2(0  = f ~ (t, x(u)( t ) ,  x (u) ( t  -- h ), u(t), u(t - h ))Z(t)  
+fry (t, x(u)( t ) ,  y(u) ( t  ), u(t), u(t - h ))Z(t  - h) 
+ f x (t, x(u)(t ) ,  x (u) ( t  - h ), u(t ), u(t - h ))(u(t ) - v(t )) 
+f~( t ,  x(u)(t ) ,  x(u)  l(t - h), u(t), f l(t))(u(t - h) - v(t - h)), t • (0, T], (8a) 
with the initial condition 
Z( t )  --- O, t • [ -h ,  0] (8b) 
so that Z u'~ is an estimate of x(v) -  x(u). 
Then, the Fr~chet derivatives of j0, j~ . . . . .  JP at u ° e q/ in  the direction of w • L~ can also be 
expressed as: 
J~o (w) = (g•(x(u)(T)) ,  Z ~°' ~o + ~'(T)). (9) 
For each u • q/, let ~(u)  be the set of all reachable states of linearized system (8), i.e. 
~l(u) =- {Z u' ~(T): V • q/}. (10) 
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It is well-known that ~(u) is compact. 
Lemma 3.4 
(i) There exists a constant (7 such that 
II ZU.Vll~ ~< g', 
for all u, v ~ ~1. 
(ii) For each u e ~d, 
I Z v, ~(T) - Z u, w (T) I ~0,  
uniformly in w e ~ as II v - u II ~--,0, v ~ ~. 
Proof.  (i) This part of the proof follows easily from conditions (6), (A3) and the Gronwall 
inequality, 
(ii) For the validity of the second part of the lemma, it is easily deduced from conditions (8), 
(A3), the first part of the lemma, the Gronwall inequality and Lemma 3.1. 
4. APPROXIMATE PROBLEMS 
In this section, we use the problem (P) to construct a sequence of problems uch that the solution 
to each of these approximate problems is a suboptimal solution to the problem (P). A 
computational algorithm will be developed for solving each of these approximate problems in 
Section 7. This algorithm is a modified version of the conceptual algorithm of Meyer and Polak 
[1]. The convergence properties of these suboptimal controls will be investigated in Section 8. 
For each integer q, let Q¢ be a partition of the time interval (0, T] such that Qq has q elements 
Qq = {QYq,j = 1 . . . . .  q},  
where 
and 
Q~ = [QJq-', tJq), j = 1 . . . .  , q, 
O=tO < . . .  < tq= T. 
Let ~¢q be the set of all piecewise constant functions from (0, T] into R r that are consistent with 




~dq = ~¢¢ fq ~ and ~q = ~¢q fq ~-. 
0q = {a ~ Rq': a uniquely defines an admissible control in ~dq} 
Pq = {tr ~ Rqr: a uniquely defines a feasible control in ~ }. 
Clearly, q/q and ~rq are equivalent o Uq and P~. 
For each positive integer q, the corresponding approximate optimal control problem may be 
stated as follows: 
Find a control u ~ ~rq (and equivalently a parameter vector a ~ Pq) such that the cost functional 
(4) is minimized over ~rq (and equivalently over ffq). 
For convenience, this approximate problem is referred to as the problem (Pq). 
5. EXACT PENALTY FUNCTION 
Similar to Ref. [1], we propose to solve the problem (Pq) by solving an equivalent unconstrained 
optimization problem (Fc, q), where the constant c is to be adjusted automatically. 
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For each u eq/, we define ? :q /~R as follows: 
~(u)= max {IJ '(u)l} 
m=l--p 
= max {J"(u)} 
m= 1 -2p 
where m = 1-p  denotes m ~ {1 . . . . .  p}, m = 1 -2p  denotes m e {1 . . . .  ,2p}, and 






~(u)  = {w :w + u e%} (16) 
Thus, ~(u)  is the set of permissible control perturbations at u, consistent with the partition Qq. 
At each u e q/q, it is important to know whether ~ and ~c can be reduced. Accordingly, we define 
Oq:q/q"}R and Oc, q:q/q.---}R as 
Oq(u)= rain max 
w~q(u) m=l -2p  
{s"(u) + &"(w)} - ~,(u) 
= rain max {Jm(u)+(gT(x(u)(T)) ,Z)}-7(u) (17) 
Z~.~q(U) m= I -2p 
and 
Oc.q(U) = min max {J°(u)/c + Jm(u) + J°(w)/c + J~(w)} - )'c(u) 
w~Saq(u) ra= 1-2p 
= rain max {Jm(U)+JO(W)/c +Jura(w)} --~(U) 
w~.~q(U) m=l -2p  
= min max {J"(u) + (g°(x(u)(T))/c + g~(x(u)(T), Z)} - ?(u). 
Ze~tq(u) m= l - 2p 
Remark 5.1 
Since, for all u E q/q, gtq(U) is compact, there exist Wq, W~,q ~ ~(u) such that 
Oq(U) = max { J " (u )  + Jmu(w,U,q)} -- ~)(U) 
m=l-2p  
Ju (wc ,  q ) /c  31- Ju (Wc.q)} - -  ~(~/)" (20)  O,.q(U) = max {jm(u ) .q_ o u m u 
m=l-2p  
Lemma 5. I 
For each c ~ (0, oo), the functions Oq and Oc. q are continuous on q/q with respect o the strong 
topology of L~.  
(18) 
(19) 
ym+~(u)  = -jm(u). 
For all c ~(0, oo), ~c: q/--.R is defined by 
~c(u) = J°(u)/c + ~(u), (13) 
Problem (Pq) may now be replaced by the following problem, which is denoted by problem (Pc, q). 
rain {yc(U):U eq/q}, (14) 
where a suitable and finite value of c is to be chosen by the algorithm. 
For each u e q/q, let ~q (u) and ~q(U) be defined as 
~q(u) = {Z'~(T):v eq/q} (15) 
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Proof. The proof is similar to that given for Proposition 3.1 of Ref. [1], except hat 0, 0c and 
Proposition 2.3 of Ref. [1] are replaced, respectively, by Oq, Oc.q and Lemma 3.3. 
6. CONSTRAINT QUALIF ICATION 
Before proceeding any further, we need to impose a constraint qualification for the approximate 
problem (Pq). Such qualifications are employed in mathematical programming for two purposes: 
(a) to ensure certain properties of the conditions of optimality 
and 
(b) to ensure that the algorithm does not jam up at undesirable points 
To achieve purpose (b), it is necessary to ensure that, at each u e q/q which is not feasible [i.e. 
~(u) > 0], it is possible to reduce ~. Now, y can be reduced at u if Oq(u) < 0 at all u e q/q such that 
~(u) > 0. 
To achieve purpose (a), it is necessary to ensure that, at any t~ e q/q which is a local or global 
minimum, there exists a finite c such that ~ is also a solution for the problem (Pq.c). 
From Section 4 of Ref. [1, pp. 222-229], it is clear that conditions (a) and (b) can be achieved 
if we impose the following additional assumptions: 
(A7) For all u ~ q/q such that 7(u) = 0, the origin in R p is an interior point of the set 
{[J~(w) . . . . .  J~(w)]T: w e ~(u)} .  
(A8) If 7(u)>0, /~ eq/q, then Oq(u)<0. 
Under assumptions (A1)-(A8), we have 
Theorem 6.1 
Let ~ E q/q be an optimal control of problem (Pq). Then there exist multipliers ~t . . . . .  ~bp ~ R n 
such that 
P 
J°a(w)+ ~, ~mJ'~(w)>~O, (21) 
m=l  
for all w ~ 6eq(t~). 
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as that given for Proposition 4.2 of Ref [1]. 
Let Aq be the desirable set of controls defined by 
Aq = {~ e q/q:y(~) = 0 and (21) is satisfied}. (22) 
For the family of problems (Pc.q) in condition (14), we define the corresponding desirable sets 
as :  
At.q--- (a ~ q/q:0c.q(a) = 0}. (23) 
Theorem 6.2 
Suppose that t~ is an optimal control of the problem (Pc, q). Then, t~ e Ac, q. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that given for Theorem 2.1 of Ref. [20, p, 52]. 
Theorem 6.3 
Suppose that t~ e Aq. Then, there exists a ~ >/0 such that Oc.q(fO = 0, for all c >/d, i.e. ~ ~ At.q, 
for all c/> d. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that given for Proposition 4.4 of Ref. 
7. A COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM FOR APPROXIMATE PROBLEMS 
The aim of this section is to develop a computational gorithm for solving the approximate 
problem {Pq}. 
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We recall that, in the conceptual algorithm of Ref [1, p. 237], we need to solve a family of 
problems: 
(Pc) rain {j0 (u)/c + ~ (u): u Ead }. (24) 
The search direction w~ corresponding to each control u E ~/is determined by the solution of 
the following optimization problem: 
Oc(u) = min max {Jm(u) + Y°(w)/c + J~'(w)} - y(u), (25) 
w ~,,¢(u) m = 1 - 2p 
where 5a(u) = {w : w + u ~ ad}. 
Clearly, this optimization problem cannot be solved in a finite number of iterations and hence 
the algorithm is referred to as a conceptual algorithm in Ref. [1]. However, if we restrict our 
controls to be in adq, then the optimization problem is reduced to equation (18), where u and w 
are piecewise constant functions consistent with the partition Qq. The reduced problem (18) can 
be solved in a finite number of iterations by the simplex algorithm for linear programming. To be 
more precise, let us specify a u i ~ adq. Then, a o-; ~ 0q is determined uniquely by the control u ~. Thus, 
it is clear that the optimization problem (18) can be written as 
ffc.q(o-')= min max {dTm(o-')+~,(o-)/c +JT(o-)}-~(o-i), (26) 
e~(o  *i) m=l -2p  
~ "~m "~0 "~m where ~, . . . . .  q ~9~,, J , J ,, J¢~ and 7 are derived from 0c, q, ~q, jm, jo,  j :  and 7 in an obvious manner. 
Since ~ is equivalent to the set 
{O- - -O ' i :O  " ~ ~.~q} = {O- :0" ~ ~..~q} - -O  "i, (27) 
it is clear that the optimization problem (26) is equivalent to 
min max {dTm(a')+[(A°(a'))ra--b°(o-')]/c+(Am(a'))Ta--bm(a')}--~(o-i), (28) 
~Oq m=J-2p 
where A°(ai), b°(o-i), Am(o- t) and bm(o- ~) are, respectively, q x r vectors and real numbers derived 
from equations (26) and (7) in an obvious manner. Let 
~i • 
Then, the optimization problem (28) becomes 
min f (~i) = ~i_ bO(o-i)/c _ ~(o-i), (29a) 
subject o 
[(A°(a'))r/c + (A m(a'))r]ai - ~' ~< bm(a ') - J=(a'), m = 1 , . . . ,  2p, (29b) 
Ef  a~ ~ bj, j=  1 . . . . .  l; k = 1 . . . . .  q. (29c) 
Obviously, this is a linear programming problem. Thus, it can be easily solved in a finite number 
of iterations by the simplex method. The existence of a vector ~e-~' with o-~ ~ 0q that solves this 
problem is ensured by Remark 5.1. 
The basic algorithm (Aq) for solving the approximate optimal control problem (Pq) consists of 
two major components: 
(i) an algorithm for solving (P,.q) for all c > 0; and (ii) a test function tc.q:adq~R for deciding 
when c should be increased. At each iteration, given a control parameter vector a ¢ 0q, the 
algorithm increases c, if necessary until tc.q(U) ~< 0 is satisfied. A montonically increasing sequence 
{cj}~= t (e.g. cj+ i = cj + k, k > 0 or cj+ j = k cj, k > 1) is required. Now, let 
tc.q(U) = Oc.q(U) + 7(u)/c (30) 
be the test function. 
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Lemma 7.1 
Assume that assumptions (A1)-(A8) are satisfied. Then, for each c > 0 and for each integer 
q > 0, the test function tc, q has the following properties: 
(i) tc.q is continuous in adq with respect o the strong topology of L~o. 
(ii) If u E Ac, q and tc, q(U) <<. O, then u ~ Aq. 
(iii) For any u* ~ q/q, there exists a c* > 0 such that, for any infinite sequence {u i} 
in U, converging to u* in the strong topology o fL~,  then there exists an i0 such 
that tc.q(U i) ~<0, for all i >/i0 and for all c/> c*. 
Proof. The proof of parts (i)-(iii) can be obtained by using similar arguments as those given for 
Lemmas 7.1-7.3 of Ref. [1], respectively, except that in the proof of part (i) of this lemma, 
Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 2.1 of Ref. [l] are, respectively, replaced, by Lemma 5.1 and 
Remark 3.2. 
We are now in a position to modify the conceptual algorithm of Ref. [1] so that it can be used 
to solve the approximate problem (Pq). This modified algorithm makes use of a function 4: R - ,R  
to generate the sequence {cj} according to 
cj+j = ~(cj), e.g. cj+l = cj+ 1. 
Algorithm (Aq) 
Data c¢, fl e(0, 1), c0~> 1, ~ :R--.R, tr°¢ Oq. 
Step0. Set i=0 ,  j=0 .  
Step 1 Compute a O-9 e Uq by solving the linear programming problem (29) with 
c = cj and calculate Tg, q (o-i), where fg. q (o-i) = tcj.q (ui). 
Step 2. If ~j.q (a i) > 0, set cj+ j= ~(cj), set 0J= tr i, set j = j  + l  and repeat Step 2. 
Else proceed. 
Step 3. If ~9.q(o- i) = 0, stop• Else, compute the smallest integer ki>~ 0 such that 
~,~ (o-i+ ilk, O-ff'~ ~ q (31) ,:,. - "7~, (o-,)  ,< cx/~', . (o-i).  
I{k; {7 ai Step 4. Set O-i+~=o-~+,. 9, set i= i+ l  and go to Step 1. 
Note that the sequence {0J} is a subsequence of {o-~} and contains those elements of {o-i} at which 
cj is increased. 
The algorithm (Aq) is well-defined. In Step 2, the existence of an integer f(o-i) such that 
~. i O'i {O- o'i: ~.~q} and Oq is convex ,  v,q (o-) ~< 0 is ensured by Lemma 7.1 (iii). In Step 3, since O-9s - tr 
it follows that O-i + ,_/~o-*~q  Oq for any fl ~ [0, 1]. Moreover, from the definition of 79, 09. q and O-~], 
we have 
lim ~'~ (O- i + t~o- ~ ~ " '~) - Y~J (o-') = #,~., (o-i). (32)  
Thus, since 0 < ~ < 1, conclusion (31) is true when ki is sufficiently small. 
Remark 7.1 
The rate of convergence of the algorithm (Aq) depends very much on the sizes of c 0, 0t and fl 
used. The algorithm usually works reaonably well whenever 0.1 ~< ~ ~ 0.3 and 0.7 ~< fl ~ 0.9. The 
size of c o that should be chosen depends on very much on the size of the optimal value of the 
objective function. When c o is too small, the algorithm (Aq) attempts to satisfy the equality 
constraints more than to reduce the value of objective function in the early stage. When Co is too 
large, the algorithm (Ao) attempts to reduce the value of the objective function in the early stage. 
In most cases, we choose co >1 10. 
Before we can investigate the convergence property of the algorithm (Aq), we need to study the 
convergence property of the subalgorithm (A,.,) for solving the problem (P¢.q). 
Subalgorithm (,4,, q) 
Data ~, / /~  (0, 1), c i> 1, O-0 ~ 0q. 
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Define 
and 
Step 0. Set i =0 
Step 1. Compute a search direction a~'• Uq by solving the linear programming 
problem (29). 
Step 2. I f  ~c,q(ff i) = 0, stop. Else, compute the smallest integer k~ >/0 such that 
L(ai  + ilk, a~') -- fS(a ~) <~ ~fl~' O~.q (tr i) (33) 
k i o i Step 3. Set a~+l=tr~+/~ try,set i= i+1 and go to Step 1. 
7( q = {a • Oq:O~,q (a') = 0) (34) 
~q = {tr e Uq: ?(u) = 0 and condition (21) is satisfied by the control u, 
where u is the control which is determined by tr}. (35) 
Lemma 7.2 
The sequence {tr ~} generated by the subalgorithm (Ac, q) has an accumulation point # which is 
in A,.q. 
Proof. Since Uq is compact, the sequence {tr ~} of vectors generated by the algorithm (.4c, q) is 
obviously bounded. Thus, it has an accumulation point, denoted by d, in the Euclidean orm. This 
implies that the corresponding sequence of controls {u ~} has an accumulation point {fi } in the 
strong topology of L~. By following a similar argument as that given for Theorem 6.1 of Ref. [1], 
we can show that ~ • 7{.q. 
The convergence property of algorithm (Aq) may now be stated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.1 
Consider a sequence of parameter vectors {tr ~} generated by algorithm (Aq). Then, 
(i) The subsequence {0 ~} of the sequence {ai}, corresponding to those elements 
of {a i} at which cj is increased, cannot be an infinite sequence. 
(ii) If the sequence {tr~}~=0 is finite, then the last vector trk• 7{q. 
i o¢ (iii) If the sequence {a }~=0 is infinite and j increases to j*  < ~ and thereafter 
remains constant at this value, then the sequence {a~}~=0 has an accumulation 
point # which is in 7(q. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that the sequence {#J} is infinite. Then, from the proof of Lemma 7.2, the 
corresponding sequence of controls {~J} has an accumulation point ti* in the strong topology of 
L~. Thus, there exists a subsequence, again denoted by {tTJ}, such that ~TJ~ * in the strong 
topology of L~. Hence, from part (iii) of Lemma 7.1, it is clear that there exists a j  * and an N 
such that tk, q(a j) <~ 0, for all k >>.j*,j >>, N. Thus, for anyj/> max {N,j*}, we have tj.q(~.l j) <~ 0 and 
hence algorithm (Aq) would not increment j to j + 1 at tr ~ = #J, which is a contradiction. 
(ii) Suppose that the sequence {a~}~'=0 is finite. Then, from Steps 2 and 3 of algorithm (Aq), 
we have 7,)q(17 k) ~ 0 and a*• ~,~a. Hence, by part (ii) of Lemma 7.1, ak• ,~q. 
(iii) Suppose that {trJ}L0 isYl'nfinite and j increases to j* < ~.  Then, from Lemma 7.2, the 
sequence has an accumulation point denoted by b such that b•  7{.. Since ~.qiS continuous 
and tj.q (a ~) <~ O, tj.q(#) <<, O. Hence, by part (ii) of Lemma 7.1, tr • 7{q. This completes the proof. 
8. THE MAIN COMPUTATION PROCEDURE 
For each positive integer q, let 6 q • 7~q be a parameter vector computed by algorithm (Aq). Then, 
the corresponding control ~q • Aq is a suboptimal control for the original problem P. On this basis, 
we are now in a position to construct a computational procedure for solving the problem P. This 
computational procedure can generate a sequence {~qt~)}T=~, of controls, while q (i) corresponds to
the partition of the time interval (0, T]. 
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Algorithm A 
Data Select a positive integer ~. 
Step 0. Set i = 0, q(0) = ~. 
Step 1. Use algorithm (Aq(i)) to  compute a control ~o  e Aqco ' 
Step 2. Set i = i + 1; set q(i + 1) = 2q(i) and let Q~+t) be a refinement of Qq(o in 
such a way that lim~_.~ Q~o is dense in the time interval (0, T]. Go to Step 1. 
Our next aim is to analyse the convergence property of algorithm (A). For each u e ql, let 
S~(u) = {w :w + u e ¢/} (36) 
be the set of all permissible control perturbations atu. Furthermore, we need the following lemma, 
which is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.2 of Ref. [1]. 
Lemma 8.1 
Let ~ e ~ be an optimal control of the problem (P). Then, there exist multipliers ~ . . . . .  OP such 
that 
P 
J°(w) + ~ 0/"J'~(w) >I 0 (37) 
m=l  
for all w e 6a(u). 
Define 
A = {~ e ~': ?(~) = 0 and condition (37) is satisfied} 
The set A is called the desirable set of controls for the problem (P). 
For each u e ~/and each positive integer q, define 
where 
and 
f (~t), te l -h ,0 ) ,  
uq(t) = ~ j~ l  V(u)Jx°¢ (t), t e(O, T), 
I 
[0 ,  t=T ,  
(38) 
(39) 
1 fo u(T)dz (40) 
IQ{I = I t{ -  t{-'l. 
Remark 8.1 
For each u e q/, it is clear that V(u ~) e U as U is compact and convex. Thus u* e all for all q. As 
a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1 of Ref. [9], we obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.2 
Suppose that u e ~//and u q is constructed from u according to condition (39). Then 
I r luq(t) - u(t)ldt = 0. (41) lim 
q~o~ do 
The convergence property of algorithm (A) may now be stated in the following theorem. This 
convergence property is similar to that of Refs [11, 12]. 
Theorem 8. I 
Let {~°)}~= I be a sequence of feasible controls generated by algorithm (A). If {~°}~= I has an 
accumulation point ~ with respect o the strong topology of L~, then ~ e A. 
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Proof.  Since fi is an accumulation point of the sequence {f~o}~= 1, there exists a subsequence, 
again denoted by {f#o}~=,, such that ~o  converges to fi in the strong topology of L r as i--.oo. 
Since y(~;)) = 0 for all i and it is clear from assumption (A5) and Lemma 3.1 that ~ is continuous 
in q/with respect o the strong topology of LL,  we conclude that ?(fi) = 0. 
It remains to prove that fi satisfies the condition (35) for each w • S~(fi). For this, let w • ~(fi) 
be any permissible control perturbation at the control ft. Then, w can be expressed as w = v - fi, 
where v • q/. Let w q~;) = v q°) - ~) ,  where v q~° is defined from v according to condition (39). Since 
v~° • q/~o, it is clear that w ~° • ~o (~q~o). 
Next, we note that w~°-*w a.e. on (0, T], as v~°~v a.e. on (0, T] and ~;)--*fi in the strong 
topology of L r ,  as i~ .  
Now, we want to prove that 
_ m lim J.~,~ (w q~i)) - J~, (w),  m = 0 . . . . .  l. (42) 
i~otD 
In view of the triangle inequality, the definition of 5¢q< o (fiq~O), Remark 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 we get 
I J'~,, (w q")) - jm (w)l 
~< I J~,) (w q~°) - J~' (wq°)) I + I J~' (wq~°) - J~'(w) I
~< IlJ-~,,- J~'l[ [Iwll~ + IJ~'(w q~°)-Jm(w)l 
~< 2 sup {u :u • q,'} 11J~,,- J'~ I1 + IJ-7(w ~")) - J~"(w)l--*0 (43) 
Hence, equation (42) holds. 
Since for each i, ~q<o is an optimal control of the problem P~o and w ¢° • S~o (~o),  it is clear 
from Theorem 6.1 that there exist multipliers ~1 . . . . .  ~bp• R such that 
.m[O ] Jfiq(i) (w q(i)) -~ Om Jfiq(i) (w q(i) ) ~ O. (44) 
i ~oo m=l 
Hence, we obtain from equation (42) that 
P 
S°(w)+ >10. (45) 
ra=l 
Thus, fi satisfies condition (37) for any w • 5~(fi) and ~,(fi) = 0. Hence, fi • A. This completes the 
proof. 
9. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
For all the examples to be considered in this section, a combination of the fourth-order 
Runge-Kutta integration scheme together with the method of steps is used to integrate the system 
forward in time and the adjoint system backward in time. 
Example  9. I 
Consider the problem of minimizing 
1 
J (u )  = ~ [x(u)(3)]2 + ~ f~ [u(t)] 2 dt, 
subject o the delay-differential equation 
5¢( t )=x( t - -1 )+u( t ) ,  t•(0,3] ,  
with the initial condition 
x(t) = 1, t • [ -  1, 0], 
and the terminal equality constraints 
g(x(u  )(3)) = (x(u  )(3)) 2 - 0.036 = 0, (46) 
where u is the control function with values in [ -3 ,  3]. 
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Let the above problem be denoted by P~. Note that the problem P~ is adapted from the problem 
considered in Example 5.1 of [21]. More precisely, in the absence of the equality constraint, the 
problem P~ reduces to the original unconstrained problem considered in Ref. [21]. This original 
problem is to be referred to as Q~. 
Note that the optimal control u* of the problem Q~ approximately satisfies the equality 
constraint. Thus, the optimal cost of the problem Pt should be approximately equal to that of the 
problem Q~. The true optimal cost of Q~ is 1.7337. 
As mentioned in Remark 7.1, the rate of convergence of the algorithm (Aq) depends very much 
on the size of Co, ~ and ft. A suitable value of Co for this problem was found to be 30.0. The problem 
was then solved with Co = 30.0 and with five different sets of parameters (ct, fl). From the numerical 
results listed in Tables 1-3, it appears that algorithm (A) works reasonably well for this problem 
with all the five different sets of parameters used. However, the best set of parameter for this 
problem is (ct, f l )= (0.1, 0.9) and the worst set of parameter is (ct, f l )= (0.4, 0.8). 
In the first iteration of algorithm (A), the time interval (0, 3] is first partitioned into 10 equal 
subintervals. By using u°= 0.0 as the initial control, the values of j (~0)  obtained after the first 
iteration of algorithm (A) lie between 1.7376 [(~t, fl) = (0.1, 0.9)], and 1.7380 [(~, fl) = 0.2, 0.9), (0.4, 
0.8) and (0.3, 0.7)]. The values of the constraint violation lie between 8.6 x 10 -5 for (~, fl) = (0.1, 
0.9) and 2.02 x 10 -3 for (~, fl) = (0.4, 0.8). By using ~t0 as the initial control, the values of j(fi20) 
obtained after the second iteration of algorithm (A) lie between 1.7348 [(~, fl) = (0.1, 0.9) and (0.2, 
0.9)] and 1.7352 [(ct, fl) = (0.3, 0.7)]. The values of the constraint violation lie between 7.8 x 10 -5 
Table 1. Numer ica l  result for the first iteration of Algorithm A 
~t =0.1  ~t =0.2  ~t =0.2  a =0.4  ct =0.3  
fl =0 .9  fl =0 .9  fl =0 .8  fl =0 .8  fl =0 .7  
i J(u') g(u ~) J(u t) g(u j) J(u i) g(u i) J(u i) g(u') J(u i) g(u i) 
0 57.0417 37.99 57.0415 37.99 57.0417 37.99 57.0417 37.99 57.0417 37.99 
20 1.7475 1.49 x 10 -4 1.7414 2.48 x 10 -3 1.7433 3.17 × lO -3 1,7550 1.90 × 10 -2 1.7571 1.46 x lO -2 
40 1.7376 8.6 x 10 -3 1.7398 1.67 x 10 -3 1.7381 2.07 x 10 -3 1,7429 8.45 x lO -3 1.7402 6.86 x IO -3 
60 - -  1.7384 1.32 x 10 -3 1.7380 1.66 x 10 -3 1,7392 5.51 x 10 -3 1.7401 4.28 x I0 -3 
80 - -  1.7383 1.05 x 10 -3 1.7379 1.37 × I0 -3 1.7392 4.13 × 10 -3 1.7389 3.29 x 10 -3 
100 - -  1.7380 9.67 × 10 -4 1.7379 1.16 x 10 -3 1,7383 3.28 x 10 -3 1.7380 2.66 x 10 -3 
120 - -  - -  1.7379 1.02 × 10 -3 1.7382 2.88 × 10 -3 1.7380 2.23 x 10 -3 
140 - -  - -  1.7379 9.56 x 10 -4 1,7380 2.53 × 10 -3 1.7380 1.92 x 10 3 
160 - -  - -  - -  1,7380 2.24 x 10 -3 1.7380 1.72 × 10 -3 
180 - -  - -  - -  1.7380 2.02 × 10 -3 1.7380 1.60 × 10 -3 
q ( l )  = 10, initial control = 0, co = 30. 
Table 2. Numerical result for the second iteration of Algorithm A 
ct =0.1  a =0.2  ~t =0.2  • =0.4  ~t =0.3  
fl =0 .9  fl =0 .9  fl =0 .8  fl =0 .8  fl =0 .7  
i J(u ~) g(u ~) J(u ~) g(u ~) J(u t) g(u i) J(u ~) g(u ~) J(u t) g(u ~) 
0 1.7376 8.6 x 10 -5 1.7380 9 .67 x 10 -4 1.7379 9.56 × 10 -4 1.7380 2.02 x 10 -3 1.7380 1.60 x 10 -3 
1.7349 9 .36 × 10 -4 1.7352 1.55 x 10 -3 
(4th i te rat ion)  (4th iteration) 
I0 1.7348 7.8 x 10 -5 1.7352 9 .06 × 10 -4 1.7351 1.88 x 10 -3 
20 - -  1.7351 8.37 x 10 -4 - -  
30 - -  1.7349 8.08 x 10 -4 - -  
40 - -  1.7349 7.60 x 10 -4 - -  
50 - -  1.7348 7.38 × 10 -4 - -  
q (2)  = 20, initial control = ~0,  Co = 30. 
Table 3. Numer ica l  result for the third iteration of Algorithm (A )  
a =0.1 ~ =0.2 ~t =0.3 ~t =0.4  ~t =0.3 
p = 0.9 p = 0.9 # = 0.8 p = 0.8 p = 0.7 
i J(u l) g(u i) J(u i) g(u j) J(u i) g(u i) J(u') g(u i) J(u i) g(u ~) 
0 1.7348 7.8 x I0  - s  1.7348 7.38 x 10 -4 1.7349 9 .36 x 10-  4 1.7351 1.88 x I0 3 1.7352 1.55 x 10 -3 
3 1.7341 9.5 x 10 -5 1.7345 7.29 x IO -4 1.7345 9 .14 x IO -4 1.7342 1.84 x IO -3 1.7345 1.54 x 10 -3 
6 - -  1.7341 7.18 × 10 -4 1.7344 9.21 x 10 -4 - -  1.7345 1.49 × 10 -3 
9 - -  - -  1.7343 9.17 x 10 _4 - -  1.7342 1.49 x 10 -3 
12 - -  - -  1.7342 , 8.99 x 10 -4 - -  1.7342 1.48 x 10 -3 
15 . . . .  1.7341 1.43 x IO -3 
q (3 )  = 40, initial control = ~2o Co = 30. 
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for (~, fl) = 0.1, 0.9) and 1.88 x 10 -3 for (g, fl) = (0.4, 0.8). By using ft 2° as the initial control, the 
values of j(f?o) obtained after the third iteration of algorithm (A) lie between 1.7341 [(,t, fl) = (0.1, 
0.9). (0.2, 0.9) and (0.3, 0.7)] and 1.7342 for the other sets of parameters. The values of the 
constraint violation lie between 9.5 x 10 -s for (a, f l )= (0.1, 0.9) and 1.84 x 10 -3 for (0t,/3) = (0.4, 
0.8). Thus, at the computed optimal control, constraint (46) is extremely close to zero and the cost 
is extremely close to the true optimal cost 1.7337 of the unconstrained problem Ql. 
Numerical results are listed in Tables 1-3. 
Example 9.2 
Consider the problem of minimizing 
J(u) = ~ [x (u)(2)] 2 + 5 [(x(u)(t))2 + (u(t))2] dt, 
subject to the delay-differential equation 
x(t) = x(t)sin(x(t)) + x(t - 1) + u(t), t e (0, 2], 
with the initial condition 
x(t)=lO,  t e [ -1 ,0 ]  
and the terminal equality constraints 
g (x (u) (2)) = - 119.854 + 22 [x (u) (2)] - (x (2)) 2 = 0, (47) 
where u is the control function with values in [ -  10, 3]. 
Let the above problem be denoted by P2. Note that the problem P2 is adapted from the problem 
considered in Example 5.1 of Ref [11]. More precisely in the absence of the equality constraint, 
the problem P2 reduces to the original unconstrained problem considered in Ref [11]. This original 
problem, which is to be referred to as Q2, was also considered in Example 4.3 of Ref [9]. Note 
that the optimal control u* of the problem Q2 approximately satisfies the equality constraint. Thus, 
the optimal cost of the problem/'2 should be approximately equal to that of the problem Q2. 
A suitable value of Co for this problem was found to be 500.0. The problem was then solved with 
c0 = 500.0 and with five different sets of parameters (~t, fl). From the numerical results listed in 
Tables 4-6 it appears that algorithm (A) works reasonably well for this problem with all the five 
different sets of parameters used. 
In the first iteration of algorithm (A), the time interval [0, 2] is first partitioned into 10 equal 
subintervals. By using u°= -1 .0  as the initial control, the values of j(fil0) obtained after the first 
iteration of algorithm (A) lie between 162.4595 for (~, fl) = (0.2, 0.9) and 162.4994 for (0t, fl) = (0.4, 
0.8). The values of the constraint violation lie between 9.41 x 10 -3 for (~, f l )= (0.2, 0.8) and 
1.29 x 10 -2 for (=, fl) = (0.3, 0.7). By using ~10 as the initial control, the values of j (~0)  obtained 
after the second iteration of algorithm (A) lie between 162.1182 for (~, fl) = (0.1, 0.9) and 162.3012 
for (~,/3) = (0.2, 0.8). The values of the constraint violation lie between 8.21 x 10 -3 for (g,/3) = (0.3, 
0.7) and 1.02 x 10 -2 for (ct, f l )= (0.2, 0.9). 
Table 4. Numerical result for the first iteration of algorithm (A) 
:c =0.1 ~t =0.2  ~t =0.2  :~ =0.4  ct =0.3  
fl =0 .9  f l=0 .9  f l=0 .8  f l=0 .8  ~=0.7  
i J(u i) g(ub J(u ~) g(uq J(u ~) g(u ~) J(u ~) g(u ~) J(ub g(u ~) 
0 165.8303 0.9325 165.8303 0.9325 165.8303 0.9325 
20 163.5261 9.86 X IO -2 162.6927 4.35 x 10 2 162.6949 6.11 X 10 -2 
40 163.3642 3.84 x 10 -2 162.4738 2.27 x 10 -2 162.5907 2.55 X 10 -2 
60 162.5562 2.54 x 10 -2 162.5308 1.50 x 10 -2 162.5734 1.59 X 10 -2 
80 162.5201 1.75 x 10-:  162.4595 1.07 X l0  -2 162.4631 1.10 x l0 -2 
100 162.4781 1.44 x 10 -~ - -  162.4619 9.41 × l0  -2 
120 162.4603 1.25 x 10 -2 - -  
140 162.4602 1.08 x 10 -2 - -  
160 162.4599 9.66 x 10 -5 - -  - -  
165.8303 0.9325 165.8303 0.9325 
162.5789 3.65 x IO -2 162.6563 7.52 x 10 ..2 
162.5062 2.11 X 10 -2 162.5256 2.36 x 10 -2 
162.5293 1.58 x 10-:  162.4649 1.60 x 10-:  
162.4994 1.16 x l0 -2 162.4629 1.29 x l0 -2 
(71st iteration) 
q( I )  = I0, initial control = - I ,  co = 500. 
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Table 5. Numerical result for the second iteration of Algorithm (A) 
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~t =0.1  ~t =0.2  at =0.2  a =0.4  at =0.3  
= 0.9 ~ = 0.9 fl = 0.8 # = 0.8 /I = 0.7 
i J(u ~) g(u t) J(u ~) g(u ~) J(u ~) g(u ~) J(u i) g(u ~) J(u ~) g(u') 
0 162.4599 .66 x 10 -3 162.459 1.07 x 10 -2 162.4619 9.41 x 10 -3 162.4994 1.16 x 10 -2 162.4629 1.29 x 10 -2 
162.3012 9.32 x 10 -3 
(2rid iteration) 
10 162.1297 8.88 x 10 -3 162.1499 1.02 x 10 -2 162.1646 1.01 x 10 -2 162.1617 1.05 x 10 -2 
20 162.1182 8.29 x 10 -3 - -  - -  - -  162.1402 8.80x 10 -2 
30 . . . .  162.1274 8.21 x 10 -2 
q(2) = 20 initial control = fi~0, co = 500. 
Table 6. Numerical result for the third iteration of Algorithm (A) 
=0.1  a =0.2  a =0.2  • =0.4  • =0.3  
fl = 0.9 ~ = 0.9 # = 0.9 fl = 0.8 fl = 0.7 
i J(u ~) g(u i) J(u i) g(u ~) J(u i) g(u ~) J(u i) g(ut) J(ui) g( u j) 
0 162.1182 8.29 x 10 -3 162.1499 1.02 x 10 -2 162.3012 9.32 x 10 -3 162.1646 1.01 x 10 -2 162.1274 8.21 x 10 -3 
3 162.0350 8.13 x 10 -3 (Same optimal 162.1514 8.50 x 10 -3 162.1279 1.01 x 10 -2 162.0812 7.72 x 10 -3 
control as ~:o) (2nd iteration) 
6 - -  - -  162.0846 7.69 x 10 -3 - -  162.0672 7.72 x 10 3 
9 - -  - -  162.0605 7.42 x 10 -3 - -  - -  
12 - -  - -  162.0515 6.82 x 10 -~ - -  - -  
q(3) = 40, initial control = £r ~°, Co = 500. 
By using F0 as the initial control, the values of j(f?0) obtained after the third iteration of 
algorithm (A) lie between 162.0350 for (~, f l )= (0.1, 0.9) and 162.1499 for (~, f l )= (0.2, 0.9). The 
values of the constraint violation lie between 6.82 x 10 -3 for (~, fl) = (0.2, 0.8) and 1.02 x 10 -2 for 
(~, fl) = (0.2, 0.9). Thus, at the computed optimal control, the constraint (47) is extremely close to 
zero and the cost is extremely close to those obtained in Refs [9, 11]. (The optimal cost of the 
approximate problem/20 of Ref. [9] is 162.1040 and the optimal cost of the approximate problem 
with N = 8 obtained in Ref. [11] is 162.0190.) Numerical results are listed in Tables 4--6. 
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